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Optimal Black Start Allocation for Power
System Restoration
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Abstract—Equipment failures, operator errors, natural disas-
ters and cyber-attacks can and have caused extended blackouts
of the electric grid. Even though such events are rare, prepared-
ness for them is critical because extended power outages endanger
human lives, compromise national security, or result in economic
losses of billions of dollars. Since most of the generating units
cannot restart without connecting to an energized grid, the system
operator relies on a few units with the ability to start autonomously,
called Black Start (BS) units, to restore the power system. Allocat-
ing and maintaining these units is costly and can severely impact
the restoration security and time. We formulate an optimization
problem to optimally allocate BS units in the grid, while simultane-
ously optimizing over the restoration sequence. We extend existing
optimal allocation models by including grid considerations such as
active power nodal balance, transmission switching, nodal reactive
power support and voltage limits. In order to aid the branch and
bound tree that solves the resulting large scale mixed integer pro-
gram, we propose a randomized heuristic that is executed multiple
times in parallel on a high-performance computing environment
to find feasible solutions. We proceed to solve the IEEE-39, the
IEEE-118, and a simplified WECC system with 225 nodes and 136
generators to near optimality.

Index Terms—Black start allocation, power system restoration,
mixed integer programming, NERC compliance.

NOMENCLATURE

Sets
N Set of buses.
E Set of branches (ordered pairs of buses).
G Set of generators.
G(i) Set of generators connected to bus i ∈ N .
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T Set of consecutive integer time instances, starting
from 1.

Variables

δt
i Voltage phase of bus i ∈ N at time t ∈ T .

ft
ij Network flow for energizing paths for branch

(ij) ∈ E at time t ∈ T .
ft

g Network flow for energizing paths from generator
g ∈ G at time t ∈ T .

pt
SHi

Active power load shed at bus i ∈ N and time
t ∈ T .

pt
g Active power generation of generator g ∈ G at

time t ∈ T .
pt

ij , qt
ij Active/reactive power flow of branch (ij) ∈ E at

time t ∈ T .
uBSg

Binary variable indicating generator g ∈ G is a
BS generator.

ut
g , ut

i , ut
ij Binary variable indicating generator g ∈ G, bus

i ∈ N , branch (ij) ∈ E energized at time t ∈ T
(zero indicates not energized).

vt
i Voltage magnitude of bus i ∈ N at time t ∈ T .

Parameters

δ, δ Lower/upper bounds for voltage phases.
ε Trade-off coefficient for line energization.
μ Trade-off coefficient for inertia.
B Total budget for BS generator installations.
BSHi j

Shunt susceptance of branch (ij) ∈ E.
bij , gij Susceptance/conductance for branch (ij) ∈ E.
CBSg

Cost of turning g ∈ G to a BS generator.
Ci Cost of load shed in bus i ∈ N .
cos(φDi

) Power factor of load at bus i ∈ N .
Jg Inertia of generator g ∈ G.
KRg

Ramping rate of generator g ∈ G.
PC Rg

Cranking power required to be provided to gen-
erator g ∈ G to initiate its start-up.

Pg , Pg Minimum and maximum active power generation
from generator g ∈ G after the decomposition.

Pmin
g , Pmax

g Minimum and maximum active power generation
from generator g ∈ G before the decomposition.

PDi
Available load at bus i ∈ N .

p0
g Initial active power of generator g ∈ G.

Q
g

Minimum reactive power generation from gener-
ator g ∈ G.

QSHi
Shunt reactor for bus i ∈ N .
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Sij Maximum flow limit for branch (ij) ∈ E.
TC Rg

Time between generator g ∈ G being energized
until it can increase its active power from zero.

u0
g , u0

i , u0
ij Binary parameter indicating the initial state of

generator g ∈ G, bus i ∈ N , branch (ij) ∈ E.
V , V Lower/upper bounds for voltage magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

ON AUGUST 24, 2003 a fault of a high-voltage power
line in Ohio initiated an extended blackout that affected

50 million people for up to two days. The blackout contributed
to at least 11 deaths and its cost was estimated at $ 6 billion.
On September 8, 2011 an operator error caused an outage in
California and Arizona that deprived 2.7 million people of elec-
tricity for up to 12 hours [1]. Natural phenomena, like earth-
quakes and wind storms, are also usual causes of extended out-
ages; just in 2017 there have been multiple incidents nationwide
(3.8 million customers without power due to Hurricane Irma in
Florida in September, 800,000 customers due to a wind storm in
Michigan in March, 500,000 homes in California in March). Re-
cently, cyber attacks on the grid have been added to the concerns
for a blackout, after hackers caused 225,000 customers to lose
power on December 23, 2015, in Ukraine. The North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and the Electricity In-
formation Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC) have worked
to analyze the attack [2] and a lot of research is currently fo-
cused on the cyber-security of the power grid. However, in the
event where counter measures fail, we need to restore the grid
as fast as possible; especially since a hostile attack will try to
take advantage of the moments after an outage where security
is compromised.

The process of restoring the system back to normal operation
involves crucial steps and considerations [3], [4]. Most of the
generating units of the grid do not have the ability to restart by
themselves, i.e., unless there is already an existing energized grid
to connect to. For that reason, the system operators rely on a few
units, called Black Start (BS) units, that can start independently.
Clearly, the location and technical specifications of these units
will directly affect the restoration time and security of the power
grid. However, engaging a new generator as a BS unit is costly
(in the order of millions of dollars) and is also associated with
regular maintenance and testing costs (in the order of hundreds
thousands of dollars) [5]. The Electric Reliability Council of
Texas (ERCOT) has a biennial BS procurement process that
typically procures 14–18 units [6]. The California Independent
System Operator (CAISO) recently (May 2017) [7] identified
a need for immediately procuring additional BS resources. So
far there is no concrete optimization problem utilized to aid the
process. The optimal allocation of BS units in the grid is the
primary purpose of this paper.

The main considerations checked by the operators during the
restoration process are: restoring critical loads as fast as possi-
ble, building paths to energize the non BS units, while main-
taining frequency stability and avoiding voltage violations. The
power systems restoration optimization problem, that incorpo-
rates the aforementioned concerns to generate valid restoration

sequences, has received some attention recently. In [8], [9], the
authors propose a step-wise strategy based on achieving specific
milestones in the restoration process. In [10] an optimization
problem that includes the generator active power capabilities is
considered. However, the grid power flows are neglected and re-
active power compensation, which constitutes a major concern
for restoration, is not included. In [11] an aggregate reactive
power constraint is utilized, but the grid flows are not. These
considerations are addressed afterwards through heuristic mod-
ifications of the resulting sequence, however the changes under-
mine the optimality of the final solution. A different modeling
approach that includes reactive power considerations is adopted
in [12], aiming to motivate the use of microgrids for the BS
procedure, which is applied at a 6-bus system. A mixed integer
non linear program is formulated in [13] and is heuristically
solved using Ant Colony Optimization. Instead of the complete
restoration, the sectionalization problem is solved in [14] using
binary decision diagrams. An effort to integrate wind power
in restoration is made in [15]. Literature reviews of relevant
approaches are provided in [16], [17].

Even though the optimization of the restoration sequence is
an interesting problem by itself, the need for restoration is a
rare event in which the operators expect to base the restora-
tion steps on their experience rather than software output not
tested against actual restoration events. However, the allocation
and contracting of BS units is a process that usually happens
yearly for every operator, so the decisions associated with pre-
paredness for the rare extended outages constitute an important
problem that needs to be solved on a regular basis, even if the ac-
tual outage rarely occurs. General guidelines and methodologies
for selecting BS units exist both in literature [18]–[20] and in
restoration manuals [21]. There is limited research, however, on
formulating an optimization problem to address the allocation.
Recently, in [22], a minimum cost BS procurement problem
was formulated, without considering the restoration sequence.
In [23] the allocation optimization problem is enhanced by con-
sidering active power considerations of the restoration sequence,
but not thermal line limits or reactive power compensation.

In our work, we formulate and solve the BS allocation prob-
lem, while also introducing innovations to the modeling of the
restoration sequence formulation. The main contributions of this
work are the following:

1) We introduce a new modeling approach utilizing one en-
ergization binary variable for every time step and one BS
allocation binary variable to capture the widely used ca-
pability curves for BS and non BS generating units by
decomposing them into two parts, which allows us to for-
mulate the allocation problem in combination with the
corresponding power system restoration problem.

2) We solve a BS allocation problem with a more detailed
modeling of the restoration process than existing BS al-
location literature, which is achieved by including con-
straints on the thermal limits of lines for the steps of the
restoration sequence (by employing an approximation for
the active and reactive power flows), constraints to alle-
viate overvoltage (through manipulation of active power
flows, reactive power compensation or de-energization of
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transmission lines), and constraints that ensure the consis-
tency of the grid at every step (allowing de-energization
of transmission lines to alleviate overvoltages).

3) Due to the size and structure of the resulting optimiza-
tion problem, commercial solvers encounter difficulties
in identifying feasible solutions to it. For that purpose, we
propose a randomized heuristic that is guided by linear
programming (LP) relaxations to generate feasible solu-
tions to the optimization problem and aid the solvers.

The energization sequences generated by the optimization
problem are checked for ac feasibility in the final step, as in [11],
[24]. However, since most of the considerations have already
been integrated in the optimization, the changes necessary to
achieve ac feasibility are minimal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the main concerns of the Power System Restoration Process are
mentioned. In Section III, the proposed model constraints and
objective are outlined. In Section IV the proposed heuristic is
outlined, and simulation results for three test cases, the IEEE-39,
the IEEE-118, and a simplified WECC system are presented.

II. POWER SYSTEMS RESTORATION

The restoration planning for most systems consists of con-
structing a plan that incorporates the priorities of the operators
to ensure a secure system revival. Usually this plan is associated
with the worst-case scenario, i.e., restoration from full black-
out. In this section, we go through the basic considerations of
the restoration process. Later, we present an optimization model
that integrates most of these concerns.

A. System Identification and Preparation

The first step after a major outage is identifying and assessing
the stability and safety of the remaining grid (if any), mitigating
equipment and rating issues (voltage and thermal limits for the
stable islands), and identifying equipment availability in order
to build a restoration plan. Our ability to assess the system
state can vary with the design of the protection system, SCADA
penetration on both the transmission and distribution systems,
and visibility of data, because of the disturbance. Most breakers
of the transmission system are (remotely or manually) opened
and the distribution is disconnected. Usually, the renewables are
also disconnected, due to their intermittency.

B. Setting Priorities

The strategy for system restoration, whether from a BS re-
source or from a surviving island, is based on priorities that
are dictated by reliability standards and are usually specific to
the utility. For example, NERC Reliability Standard EOP-005-
2 has identified restoration of off-site power to nuclear power
plants as a priority of restoration. Providing power for auxiliary
loads in order to energize non BS generating plants, restoration
of fast starting units, station service batteries, control centers,
major transmission lines, and restoration of stabilizing loads are
all restoration priorities to technically support voltage and fre-
quency of the grid during restoration. The ultimate restoration

goal is to return the grid to normal operations (e.g., eliminate
islands, restore inter-ties and customer load) quickly without
compromising safety and reliably.

C. Reactive Power and Voltage Limits

Energizing transmission lines when served load is low (com-
mon during the restoration process) yields Ferranti rise con-
siderations. More specifically, the capacitances of high voltage
transmission lines inject reactive power into the system which
leads to overvoltages in the endpoints of the energized transmis-
sion system, since loads that could induce an opposing voltage
drop are not served. Reactive power compensation, to prevent
limit violations, is achieved through shunt reactors or other VAR
compensation connected to high voltage transmission lines, or
synchronous generators that can absorb reactive power after
being energized. In addition, grid operators engage in a few
standard practices throughout the restoration process in order to
keep voltages under check: picking up load with lagging power
factor or de-energizing transmission lines.

D. Active Power and Frequency Regulation

Active power balance for all the islands is important during
restoration to ensure the frequency remains within tolerances
throughout the process. Frequency stability is directly influ-
enced by the inertia of energized generators. In order to energize
more generators, load must be picked up to ensure the gener-
ating units can ramp up (especially when technical minima of
units must be satisfied). Loads with rotating masses, such as in-
duction machines, may also be preferred during the restoration
process for the same reasons.

III. OPTIMIZATION MODEL

As already mentioned, a BS unit has the ability to start on its
own, without being connected into the grid. After a blackout,
the BS units are responsible for partly energizing the grid by
also providing cranking power to the units that do not possess
BS capability. We represent the allocation of BS units using
binary decision variables uBSg

, for every generator g ∈ G. The
typical way to achieve that is to install a smaller (often diesel)
unit that will provide the cranking power. Generators that are
already BS units can have a preassigned binary value of 1. If
a generator cannot be chosen as a BS unit due to technical
considerations, the binary variable is a priori set to zero. The
restoration process is signified through binary variables for the
various grid components (buses, lines and generators). A value
of 1 indicates an energized component. In what follows, we
describe the physical constraints and the objective for the BS
allocation problem.

A. BS Allocation Budget Constraint

Costs are assigned for utilizing each one of the generating
units as a BS resource. These costs could be set by the system
operator (for example, ISO New England offers specific tariffs
based on the ratings of generators [5]) or could be the bid of
a generator after a call from the operator. The cost reflects not
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only the dedicated, usually diesel, generating unit used to restart
the generator, but also the costs of testing and preserving the
capability. For the purposes of modeling, we assume that the
annual payments for BS services are converted into a one time
capital cost:

∑

g∈G

CBSg
uBSg

≤ B (1)

B. Bus Active Power Balance

The bus balancing constraint has the form:
∑

j :(j i)∈E

pt
ji +

∑

g∈G(i)

(
pt

g + PC Rg
(uBSg

− ut
g )

)

−
∑

j :(ij )∈E

pt
ij = PDi

− pt
SHi

,∀i ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (2)

Constraint (2) stipulates the active power conservation at bus
i ∈ N every time instant t ∈ T . If a generator is chosen to be
BS (uBSg

= 1), then its cranking power is provided for (by an
external source), so it can be immediately energized (ut

g = 1).
However, if we want a non BS generator g to be energized, the
constraint introduces a negative term −PC Rg

, so the cranking
power needs to be provided for either by a different generator or
by flows into the bus. In the initial phases of the restoration, this
constraint will ensure that only the generators that are assigned
to be BS can actually be energized (i.e., have ut

g = 1).
The load is modeled through a shedding variable that is equal

to the total load in the case the bus is not energized:

(1 − ut
i)PDi

≤ pt
SHi

≤ PDi
,∀i ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (3)

We note that it is not easy to know the maximum load PDi

of a bus. When load is picked up after an outage, the de-
mand is often greater than before, a phenomenon known as
cold load pickup [25]. However, during restoration load is used
as a controlable tool to accommodate voltage limits, ensure
stable operation of the islands, or satisfy the minimum active
power requirements of generators, so its actual maximum value
is not central. We are also usually capable to pick it up in small
chunks, so we assume a continuous load shedding variable, that
can move between zero and maximum value; similar to the ap-
proach in [24]. The model currently has no constraints for the
rate of load pickup. In the power systems restoration literature,
the problem of restoring the load is often solved after the restora-
tion sequence is acquired [26], [27], so that more detailed load
pickup models can be used. Frequency stability issues become
important when the actual load pickup actions are considered
[28], [29].

C. Bus Reactive Power Constraint

Reactive power capacity is important in maintaining the volt-
ages of the power system within reasonable limits. Since the
main concern during the restoration process is the capability of
the system to absorb the reactive power generated by the high
capacitance of the lines, we only consider a single directional
constraint approximating the capability of the system units to

absorb reactive power. The following constraint is introduced at
every bus:

∑

j :(j i)∈E

qt
ji −

∑

j :(ij )∈E

qt
ij +

∑

g∈G(i)

Q
g
u

max{0,t−TC R g −1}
g

+
∑

j :(j i)∈E

1
2
BSHj i

ut
ij +

∑

j :(ij )∈E

1
2
BSHi j

ut
ij + QSH iu

t
i

≤ (PDi
− pt

SHi
) tan(φDi

),∀i ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (4)

A line injects reactive power 1
2 BSHi j

V 2ut
ij at each of the buses

it connects to, if energized, where the bus voltage V is assumed
close to one for this constraint, to allow for a linear formulation.
The reactive power can be absorbed by either generators that
have been energized at least TC Rg

+ 1 time units in advance, or
by reactive compensation connected to the bus QSHi

, or by loads
with lagging power factor (tan(φDi

) > 0). The load is assumed
picked up at a constant power factor, as in [24] and [12]. While
not a precise approximation, the reactive power constraints en-
sure that: (i) Every island formed during the restoration process
has adequate reactive power absorption capability. To see why
this is true, one can add all of the equations (4) for the nodes
of an island that may arise in the restoration process. The re-
active flows that lead outside the island are set to zero by (7).
The reactive flows that are within the island cancel each other.
What remains is the constraint that the total (aggregate) reac-
tive power absorption capacity of the island exceeds the total
reactive power injection by the lines. (ii) There is no reactive
power sink (i.e., the reactive power generated by transmission
lines must be absorbed by some component of the system). The
equations may allow for fictitious reactive power generation,
but this is an inferior concern for restoration, since the system
typically operates under excessive reactive power generation.

D. Generator Model

A typical generator startup curve is assumed, as in [10], [11],
see Fig. 1. The curve is decomposed into two parts, as shown
in 1. The binary variable ut

g is associated with the energization
state of generator g ∈ G (i.e., it is 1 for t ≥ tstart). This variable
is exogenously defined based on the availability of active power
or BS unit assignment in (2). That requirement corresponds to
Fig. 1(c). The modeling of the generator output in Fig. 1(b) will
now be defined based on the following constraints:

0 ≤ pτ
g ≤ Pgu

t
g ,∀g ∈ G,∀τ ∈ {t, t + 1, . . . , t+TC Rg

+ 1},
∀t ∈ T ∪ {0} (5a)

pt
g − pt−1

g ≤ KRg
,∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ T (5b)

pt−1
g − pt

g ≤ KRg
,∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ T (5c)

Constraint (5a) makes sure that the active power can not be-
come positive for at least TC Rg

units of time after the generator
is energized, both for BS and for NBS generators. Also, the max-
imum active power limit is imposed at all time instances that
the generator has positive active power production. The ramp-
ing rate capability is imposed through the constraints (5b) and
(5c). Next, the following constraint for a generator g ∈ G would
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Fig. 1. Typical generator active power curve and its decomposition into two
parts. The parameters TC R g , T g , PC R g , KR g , P g , P g vary depending on the
type of generator. (a) A disconnected generator g ∈ G (phase I) gets energized
at time tst (i.e., ut

g becomes 1 at t = tst ) and needs to be cranked for a
period of TC R g (phase II). During the cranking period, the generator absorbs
the cranking power PC R g . (negative generation). The generator then starts
to ramp up to its technical minimum P g (phase III) at time tst + T g , where

T g = TC R g + (PC R g +P m in
g )/K R g

. Afterwards, generation can freely move

between P m in
g and P m ax

g , within the ramping capability KR g . This model
appears in other works, such as in [8] and [11]. For the purposes of this work,
we decompose the model as the superposition of the two curves below. (b)
The first part of the decomposed generator model. The generation levels in
the graph are defined as P g = P m in

g + PC R g and P g = P m ax
g + PC R g .

(c) The second part of the decomposed generator model. This is essentially a
negative step function to the cranking power of the generating unit at the time of
energization (ut

g = 1). The allocation of the BS units allows for ut
g to become

1, even if there is no external power fed to the unit.

ensure that the minimum active power generation limit Pg is
satisfied, after the cranking time has passed and the generator
has ramped up to Pg .

pτ
g ≥ Pgu

t
g , ∀ τ ≥ (t + TC Rg

+ P g /KR g
) ,∀t ∈ T (6)

E. Line Switching

In order to model the formation of islands, a constraint that
stipulates that active and reactive flows can only go through
lines that are energized needs to be enforced. For that purpose,

the ideas from transmission switching [30] are utilized, with
a modification to accommodate for reactive power. The same
ideas have been utilized in other works on restoration and is-
landing as well [31].

|pt
ij | + |qt

ij | ≤ ut
ijSij ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T (7)

Constraint (7) is an approximation of the constraint√
(pt

ij )2 + (qt
ij )2 ≤ ut

ijSij in the following way: if the line

is not energized, both equations set its active and reactive power
flow to zero. If the line is energized, an apparent power limit is

imposed on the line. Due to the inequality
√

(pt
ij )2 + (qt

ij )2 ≤
|pt

ij | + |qt
ij |, constraint (7) is tighter than the physical limit (L-1

ball instead of the L-2 ball with the same radius). The two con-
straints are in disagreement mainly in the area of simultaneously
large values of both active and reactive flow, a setting that we
rarely expect to occur during the initial steps of restoration (the
load is at most 10–20% restored by the end of the time horizon
we are considering). Constraint (7) is eventually substituted by
four linear constraints to eliminate the absolute values.

pt
ij = −bij (δt

i −δt
j )u

t
ij ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T (8a)

qt
ij =

(−bij (vt
i − vt

j )−gij (δt
i − δt

j )
)
ut

ij ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T

(8b)

δ ≤ δt
i ≤ δ,∀i ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (8c)

V ≤ vt
i ≤ V ,∀i ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (8d)

Constraints (8a) and (8b) set the active and reactive power
flow of line (ij) ∈ E to zero, if the line is not energized
(ut

ij = 0), and impose a linearized approximation of the ac-
tive and reactive power flows otherwise. Both line susceptances
and conductances are considered for reactive power, since elim-
inating overvoltages during the restoration process is commonly
performed not only through reactive power compensation, but
also by picking up load to induce active flows. These equations
are linearized via a big-M reformulation, as in [30], which com-
bined with (7), yields the same feasible region as (8a) and (8b).
For example, constraint (8a) yields:

bij (δt
i − δt

j ) + pt
ij ≤ (1 − ut

ij )Mij ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T (9a)

bij (δt
i − δt

j ) + pt
ij ≥ (ut

ij − 1)Mij ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T (9b)

where Mij = |bij |(δ − δ).

F. Consistency of Energized Grid

A series of constraints need to be imposed to ensure consis-
tency of the grid at any given time point. More specifically, we
need to enforce that all the energized buses of the grid at any
time instant are connected to an energized generator through a
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path of energized lines.

0 ≤ ft
g ≤ ut

g ,∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ T (10a)

− ut
ij ≤ ft

ij ≤ ut
ij ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T (10b)

∑

j :(j i)∈E

ft
ji −

∑

j :(ij )∈E

ft
ij +

∑

g∈G(i)

ft
g =

1
N

ut
i ,

∀i ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (10c)

(10a), (10b) and (10c) impose a feasibility problem given
fixed values of ut

g , ut
ij and ut

i for the flows ft
ij and ft

i . A bus
can be energized (ut

i = 1) if there is a feasible flow from one
or more of the generators with ut

g = 1, flowing only through
branches with ut

ij = 1, such that a fictitious load on that bus of
1
N ut

i can be satisfied. Otherwise, the state of that bus has to be
ut

i = 0.
Additional constraints that ensure the consistency of the grid

are also necessary. If a generator connected to a bus is energized,
then the bus is considered energized:

ut
g ≤ ut

i ,∀i ∈ N,∀g ∈ G(i),∀t ∈ T (11)

A line can get energized at a time step only if one of the buses
connected to it was energized at the previous time step:

ut
i ≤ ut−1

i + ut−1
j ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T (12)

Also, when a branch gets energized, both of the buses connected
to it are energized:

ut
ij ≤ ut

i , u
t
ij ≤ ut

j ,∀(ij) ∈ E,∀t ∈ T (13)

Finally, we assume that buses and generators are picked up only
once:

ut
g ≥ ut−1

g ,∀g ∈ G,∀t ∈ T (14a)

ut
i ≥ ut−1

i ,∀i ∈ N,∀t ∈ T (14b)

Note the same assumption is not made for lines. The reason
is that de-energizing lines is a standard practice included in the
restoration guidelines that some grid operators have developed
to alleviate overvoltages, so our modeling allows for such op-
erating practice. Allowing line de-energization is what makes
constraints (10a)–(10c) necessary in our formulation.

G. Optimization Objective

The objective of the problem in general will highly depend on
the priorities set by the characteristics of each particular system.
A generic form can be the following:

min
∑

t∈T

⎛

⎝
∑

i∈N

Ct
i p

t
SHi

− μ
∑

g∈G

ut
gJg − ε

∑

(ij )∈E

ut
ij

⎞

⎠ (15)

(15) penalizes the load shed (depending on the criticality of the
load), incentivizes increasing the total inertia of the energized
system, and encourages the complete energization of the grid.
The final form of the objective ultimately depends on the prior-
ities of the particular system; a vital load will carry high cost,
or energizing a generating plant or government or industrial
consumer will be considered more important.

Fig. 2. Randomized Heuristic for feasible point search.

IV. A HEURISTIC

We used a commercial solver (FICO Xpress Optimizer [32])
to handle the optimization problem formulated in the previous
section. We observed that the solver struggled to find feasible
solutions to the problem using its own heuristics, even when an
increased number of threads was devoted to that purpose. For
that reason, we developed a custom heuristic that utilizes the
time-staging structure of the problem, is guided by LP relax-
ations and tries to identify feasible solutions. Randomization is
used at various parts of the heuristic, so that multiple execu-
tions can yield different solutions. The solutions are then fed
to the solver to aid the branch and bound tree. Multiple runs of
the heuristic can be launched in parallel in a high performance
computing environment to speed up the process. The heuristic
consists of two phases. In the BS Allocation Phase, the BS units
are assigned and the value of uBSg is fixed to an integer for the
next phase. In the Restoration Sequence Phase, the restoration
sequence based on the BS units is fixed. Both phases use the
function RandomRank (given in Fig. 2), which takes a list of
fractional values as input, perturbs them by noise (by adding
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αX , where X is uniformly distributed in [0, 1] and α a control-
lable parameter that influences how much randomness will be
injected in the LP relaxation solution), and returns a ranked list.
We also allow the solver to tighten the relaxation by exploiting
the integral nature of the variables.

In the BS Allocation Phase, the LP relaxation of the full prob-
lem is solved. From the solution (uLP

BSg ∈ [0, 1]), the generators
are ranked (using RandomRank with α = αBS ) and picked
based on the ranking, up to the available budget B. For the
rest of the heuristic the BS allocation is considered fixed, i.e.,
the binary decision variables uBSg are fixed to integral values.
The Restoration Sequence Phase adopts the following pattern:
At every step τ in the time horizon an LP relaxation is solved.
Then, based on the relaxed values obtained from the assignment
variables of lines uτ ,LP

ij and generators uτ ,LP
g at this time step,

all binary variables for time τ are fixed to integral values for
the next steps, and the process is repeated. However, a simple
randomized rounding scheme would not work because it is very
easy to construct an infeasible combination. Instead, at every
step we make intelligent fixings by tracking the islands that are
formed, and labeling every bus, line and generator by the index
of the island they belong to (unlabeled if not yet energized).
This phase of the algorithm has two parts: the Line Selection
part defines the topology, i.e., which lines and buses are going
to be introduced, whereas the Generator Selection part defines
which generators will be energized.

In the Line Selection part, a ranking of the lines is again
formed (using RandomRank with α = αE ) based on the LP
relaxation values. However, only lines with positive relaxation
values uτ ,LP

ij are considered in the ranking, since these are guar-
anteed to be lines connected to at least one bus energized at the
previous time step, due to constraint (12). Then, the lines are
sequentially introduced according to their ranking. Since the
main concern with energizing lines is the reactive power they
inject into the system (which could cause overvoltage prob-
lems due to the Ferranti effect), the reactive power capability
of the island that would be created if the line was connected is
checked before deciding to introduce the line. At the same time,
given that the constraint is only checked at an island level, a
higher threshold RQ may be used to possibly account for not
considering the local effect for that line. In the Generator Se-
lection phase, the LP relaxation again yields a ranking of the
generators (using RandomRank with α = αG ). A similar test
is performed to qualify introducing the generator; in this case,
the main concern is whether or not the island possesses ade-
quate active power capacity to provide for the cranking power
of the generator, plus some slack of RP to accommodate for
only checking this constraint on an island level. If the generator
has a minimum stable operational limit Pg , then the load capa-
bility of the island to accommodate for this generation is also
tested.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All the simulations are performed on the Cab cluster of
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The Cab clus-
ter consists of 1296 nodes with 20736 cores, with an Intel Xeon

TABLE I
DATA USED FOR THE IEEE-39 SYSTEM

All the cranking times are set to TC R g = 30 min, except TC R 1 0 = 10 min.

E5-2670 processor at 2.6 GHz and 32 GB per node. For the sim-
ulations, Mosel 4.0.4 was used with Xpress [32]. The heuristic
simulations were parallelized at 6 nodes by utilizing Mosel, with
4 jobs per node and 4 threads per job.

A. Simulation of the IEEE-39 Bus System

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model,
a small test case is initially considered. The IEEE-39 bus system
consists of 39 buses, 10 generators and 34 branches [33]. The
most important parameters for the problem are given in Table I;
most of the cranking powers and cranking times for that system
are taken from [11]. The parameters for generator 10 are pur-
posefully chosen in a way that favors turning it into a BS unit
(i.e., small cranking power of 1MW and a small cranking time
of 10 minutes). The cost of load shedding at every bus is set to
(5000 + 50 ∗ i) $/MWh, where i is the bus number of the load.
Both μ and ε are set to comparatively small values (equal to
100). The length of the time horizon is set to T = 40 time units,
with a 5 minutes time step. The problem has 36058 constraints
and 16380 variables, of which 3810 are binary.

Xpress struggles to find feasible solutions to the problem.
After 30 minutes, only one feasible solution was found, with an
optimality gap of 43.30%. Gurobi performs better for this small
problem, by finding a solution with 1% gap within 20 minutes.

As an alternative, we launch parallel heuristic executions in
Xpress until 100 feasible solutions are found (which takes ap-
proximately 15 minutes). The feasible solutions are then fed
to Xpress and the solver usually achieves the desired 1% gap
within 15 minutes. The purpose of the heuristic is therefore not
to completely substitute the optimization solver, but to guide it.

In the optimal allocation, generators 1 and 10 (as expected)
are chosen. Generator 1 was selected due to its high reactive
capability (which is important for that system that has no reac-
tors for compensation). Some steps of the restoration process
are presented in Fig. 3.

We also check the restoration sequence for ac feasibility. For
that, an ac feasible point is sought for the grid configuration at
every step and given the various unit capabilities, as in [11], [24].
The islands are identified at every step and an ac optimal power
flow (OPF) is performed using the software Matpower [34].
The load is initially considered fixed at the value provided by the
optimization problem. If this does not yield an feasible point, the
load is perturbed by no more than 10% around that value. This
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Fig. 3. Sampled steps of the restoration process. Generators 1 and 10 are
chosen by the optimization problem as BS units, so they get energized first. The
rest of the grid is gradually restored. The time unit is 5min. Note that the line
connecting buses 2 and 30 is picked up immediately after energization, because
it has no shunt capacitance in the model. However, the generators cannot pick
further transmission lines immediately, since they can not change their reactive
power setpoint up until one period after the cranking is over (i.e., after time 3
for G1). Notice also that the line connecting buses 1 and 39 gets de-energized
at time t = 9. Forcing energization of the line at this time point leads to ac
infeasibility, which means that the flexibility of de-energizing lines (enabled by
the model) is utilized.

Fig. 4. Voltages of three buses from the ac simulations. Bus 16 (brown trian-
gles) is on the edges of the transmission system and suffers from overvoltages
(in fact at time t = 10 we need to relax the voltage limit to 1.12 p.u. for one
time step). Bus 30 (red diamonds) is a generator bus and its value is set as low as
possible, to accomodate for reactive power transfer to the transmission system.
Finally, the voltage of bus 20 is depicted with blue hexagrams. The transition
from zero to nonzero values indicates the time step that a node is energized.

was adequate for finding feasible points at all time instances,
apart from three in which the upper voltage limit had to be
relaxed from 1.1 to 1.12; see Fig. 4. A systematic way to perform
this task is described in [26].

Finally, in Fig. 5, heuristic executions for two different set-
tings of the parameter αBS are shown. Note that none of the
heuristic executions gets very close to the best integer solution

Fig. 5. Gap for 100 feasible solutions generated by the heuristic, for two
different settings of the value of αB S , i.e., αB S = 0 (plot above) and αB S =
1.5 (plot below). The values of αE and αG are set to 0.5. The heuristic solutions
were fed to the optimizer, which solved the problem within 1% tolerance. The
gap for that solution is shown with a diamond on the plots. Increased randomness
(meaning the heuristic moves randomly away from the LP relaxation solution)
leads to worse feasible solutions in general, but may also get lucky and find a
better feasible solution.

found. This is due to the fact that the final integer allocation
assigns a generator (G1) with a very small uBSg

value in the LP
relaxation, so the heuristic is unlikely to make this assignment.
Furthermore, the heuristic by construction lacks some charac-
teristics that the optimal solution could have, such as the ability
to de-energize lines. Such modifications are left for the local
search of the solvers to identify.

B. Simulation of the IEEE-118 Bus System

The IEEE-118 bus system consists of 118 buses, 186 branches
and 54 generators. The data from [35] were used for cranking
powers, ramping rates and cranking times of the generating
units. The allocation costs were assumed to have two parts: 70%
of the cost was assumed the same for all units and the remaining
30% was assumed proportional to the BS unit’s cranking power.
The total budget is assumed 15% of the cost of assigning all
the units as BS. For the 345kV lines, reactive compensation
equal to approximately 45% of their capacitance was assumed
connected to each of their endpoints (reactive compensation of
this size appears in actual systems to alleviate the Ferranti rise).
The cost of load shed was set in the same way as for the IEEE-39
bus system. A time resolution of 15 minutes was considered, for
20 time steps.

The optimization problem has 70704 constraints and 30028
variables, of which 7214 are binary. When the problem is fed to
the Xpress Optimizer, the solver is unable to identify a feasible
solution within a 5 hour time limit. Gurobi can only find the
feasible solution corresponding to setting all binaries to zero
(i.e., making no actions to restore the power system) within the
same time limit. Executions of the heuristic identify feasible
solutions, as well as eventually the optimal solution (verified by
the solver due the the termination of the branch and bound tree
search), and the performance with respect to time is depicted
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TABLE II
TIME FOR THE HEURISTIC TO FIND THE DESIGNATED NUMBER OF FEASIBLE

SOLUTIONS FOR THE IEEE-118 SYSTEM, DEPENDING ON THE RANDOMNESS

PARAMETERS

For many executions (M = 1000), increased randomness yields higher computational
times, due to more points identified by the heuristic being infeasible; the difference is
in general not observable for fewer executions.

Fig. 6. Snapshot of the IEEE-118 system (t = 10). The non energized part is
depicted in gray, generators with bold black line have nonzero output, whereas
dotted generators are being cranked. Red dotted bus lines and red dashed bus
lines indicate buses at their maximum and minimum voltage respectively. Note
that buses of generators with reactive power support (such as 46) are usually
set to the minimum voltage (in order to absorb reactive power), whereas some
buses at the edges of transmission (such as 51) are set to the maximum.

Fig. 7. Snapshot of the restoration for the WECC system (restored part in
red).

in Table II. Six generators are assigned as BS units (G21, G22,
G25, G28, G45 and G51). In order to signify the importance
of the voltage constraints, Fig. 6 indicates the buses at which
voltages are set to their maximum or minimum limits from
the optimization. The resulting solution is also tested for ac
feasibility at every time step.

TABLE III
GENERATOR MIX FOR THE WECC TEST SYSTEM

C. Simulation of the Reduced WECC System

As a final test case, we consider a reduced model of the
Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) system [36]
with 225 buses, 371 lines, 130 conventional generators and 6
hydro units. The same model is used in [37].1 The generation
mix in terms of type, number of generators and total capacity is
shown in Table III. The renewable energy generation is assumed
disconnected during the restoration, with the exception of hydro.
The imports are also assumed disconnected. A time horizon of
18 steps with 15 minute resolution was considered.

One of the crucial priorities when energizing the grid is pro-
viding power to the nuclear power plants, due to security consid-
erations. For this reason, a penalty was associated in the objec-
tive with ut

g for the nuclear power plants to ensure their quick
restoration. The total budget is assumed 4% of the total cost
for allocating all the units. Nuclear power plants are excluded
from serving as black starts (by setting the corresponding binary
allocation variable to zero).

The optimization problem has 131470 constraints and 55418
variables, of which 13597 are binary. Xpress and Gurobi were
unable to find any feasible solutions within the 5 hour time
limit imposed. The heuristic is launched and finds 20 feasible
solutions within 40 minutes. The optimization problem is then
solved within 6.7% optimality gap in Xpress, after 2 hours of
execution. The power plants allocated were three hydro plants,
which is expected due to their small cranking power and crank-
ing time (they constitute ideal BS units), as well as one gas
station at McCall. The gas station was allocated due to its prox-
imity to the nuclear power plant at Diablo Canyon (since none
of the hydro units are in the vicinity). The sequence was also
tested for ac feasibility.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this work, we formulated and solved the optimal BS al-
location problem. We enhanced existing literature on the topic
with a new modeling approach and sets of constraints to accom-
modate for some of the most important considerations during
restoration. Based on our understanding of the problem struc-
ture, we proposed a heuristic guided by the LP relaxation of the
optimization. The feasible solutions generated by the heuristic
are then fed into commercial solvers, which can then provide
global guarantees for optimality. Our subsequent goal, is to ap-
ply our model for simulating actual power systems. For such
a setup, the heuristic should become even more useful, since

1Data available at the following link: https://sites.google.com/site/
iaravenasolis/BSA_instances.tar.gz.
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it is based on solving LPs (the algorithms for which are con-
sidered mature and efficient even in the case of hundreds of
thousands of variables and constraints) and it may be the case
that the heuristic becomes the only approach. Tighter reformu-
lations of the constraints of the problem can also be developed
and the benefit from their use will be explored. Furthermore,
since the initial state of the system (i.e., the stable islands after
a blackout) is a parameter to our problem, a BS allocation that
can accommodate for a number of scenarios can be achieved
by solving a two-stage stochastic program. In this case, the first
stage decision will be the BS allocation, the scenarios will be
a number of possible outages (defined by experts), and the sec-
ond stage will be the restoration steps according to the scenario.
One final direction we wish to pursue is to see if we can extend
our algorithmic approach to provide grid resiliency services by
microgrids, as in [38], by allocating microgrids as BS resources.
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